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where 
r,“(A) zi F B 2 ia,,jl#j, c,“(A) 5 ;- 2 laj,jlxjt i = 1, 2, . * . $1, 
a’ j=l i j-1 
j#i j+i 
for any A = (a,,,) E Wn= 
Ifft9,andifA = (aJ E Q=?tsn, then #(,4) = (Q) E CF is defined 
as the matrix whose entries are 
‘x, . = - 
7.3 
/ai,J for all i # i, ai,i = f&4), i, j = 1, 2,. . . , $2. 
An important tool in Carlson and Varga [l] is the following result, whicll 
shows the close relationship of G-functions and M-matrices.+ 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f E pn. Thea f E +S,t if nd o&y if M(A) is a 
(possibly shqplar) M-matrix for e~er3~ A E C* en. 
In the next section, we define the notion of a G-function for partitioned 
matrices, and prove a result analogous to Proposition 1. This will then 
be used to show that other results of [l] can be estended to the partitioned 
matrix case. 
2. C-FIJNCTIONS FOR PARTITIONED MATRICES 
Let N be a fixed positive integer, N > II. Let ,7c denote 
(ij a set PI, I&. . . , I-‘% of nonzero projections on @” for which PiPi = 0 
for all i, i = 1,2,. s ., a, i # i, and Y1 + p2 + 8 l 9 -+- P, = I, the identity 
operator on cV, and 
(6) a set &, &, - . . , & of vec’.or norms on, respectively, the subspaccs 
Fli’i EPiCYOf~vp~z 1,2,. ’ ‘ . , *‘b. 
In the sequel, we may assune without loss of generality that 
----. _ --_- - 
? A = ($ j) E @n,lt 
ai +<O fm’all i, j 
is a (possibly singular) M-nz&ix if anti onlv if 21 is real with w 
= I, 2,. . ., 
%V~enevcr d, > 0, i 
n, i -# j, and A +- cliatg(d,, d,, . . . , d,J is nonsin@ar 
= I,Z,...,% If A is an irreducible M-matrix, then A -L 
diag(d,, d2,. . _, d,) is nonsingular whenever d,i 2 0, Z = I, 2; . . , , n, and d, + d2 -i l l * 
-+ de “2 0. 
Any R E C? has a block-matrix representatiwl 
\vhzre, for i, j = 1, 2,. . . , H, Hi, j 1 It', ---* IV, may be tlIOUgllt Of c2S P,UPj, 
with 
j: C’t’j - Ti$,- we define, for i, j = 1, 2,. . . , n, 
When i = j, the numbers @,J are the so-called “rwiprocal rwrrns” 
(cf. Fiedler and Ptak [3j) in that if E,,i is nonsingular, then ~t(2$ & = * 
iM(R8~*)]-L (and if Bi,i is singular, ~+3,,~) = 0). 
Let Cz’Y+N denote the subset of CAY9s of matrices 13 = (H,,j) for which 
ei3Ch Ri.1: is nonsingular, i = 1, 2,. . . , )2. Let 9, then he the collectiiw 
0f all functions I; = (F,, F,, . . . , F,) for which 
(ii) for each K f Cxs**‘, I;,(H) depends only on the products 
according to our previous assumption, generated b>, the single vector t’;, 
it can be verified that for any B = (bi, j) = (,nl,j) E C.$? 
This brings us to our fundamental definition. 
R is nonsingular. The collection of all G-functions relative to z is denoted 
by :gz. 
If FE YX and if B = (a,,,) E @H.TYLY, then AYJ(N) = (/Si,j) E @.‘l*n is 
defined as the n x $2 matrix whose entries are 
In analogy with Proposition 1, we now establish the following theorcnr. 
Pmof. First, assume that d,‘;(B) is an M-matrix for every H E @,+‘? 
If B = (l&J E @ivyN satisfies (2.1), set 0 < di = w(H,,J - F,(B), i = 
I,2 r* ’ -9 $3, so that ~~z(&J = &(B) +- d,. Ry our definition, .A/@) -;- 
dia&, &,. . . , a,) is a nonsingular M-matrix, with diagonal entries 
m(Bi,j and off-diagonal entries - m(B,,~~‘~~(U,.‘U,,j). ht then, B is non- 
singular (cf. Fiedler and Pt&k [3, Theorem 3.31, &d Robert ‘9, Theorem 7 ij, 
and we evidently have that I; E SE. 
Conversely, assume F E gn, and consider the matrix .&‘(N) for arch 
B E C,“‘,“. From the definition of (2.2), the entries of A’,“(B) have the 
proper sign-pattern for A/(B) to be an M-matrix. If, on the contrq, 
w&F(B) is not an M-matrix, there necessarily exist tli > 0, i = 1, 2,. . . f II, 
such that the matrix T z 4$(B) -+ diag(d,, d,, . . . , d,) is singular, and 
hence there exists 0 # y E @” for which 7’~ = 0. Equivalently, 2-y = 0 
can be expressed as 
Xow, let & E CVi be fixed vectors with #&&) = I, i = 1, 2,. . . , 91, :d 
set 2 = (c7_, yi~i) E C-‘. fkarly, Z # 0. We now construct a matrix 
c - (ci,j) E @,;Vpg such that CY; = 0, and such that 
‘n(Ci,ij~~(C~~,*ci,j~ = n@, J,M(L$ z l&J, , ;I - i, j = 1, 2, . . . , ;tz, i # I. (2.4) 
First, if we choose 
where Ii is the identity operator on FVi, then each C,,i is evidently non- 
singular, so that C = (&) E Q=,;“‘? Moreover, this choice reduces (2.4) to 
Next, we directly verify from (2.3) and (2.6) that Cz = 0 if 
Our problem then reduces to constructing s&matrices Ci,j: IT,‘, --* Wi, for 
at1 i, j = 1) 2,. . . , 12, i # j, which simultaneously satisfy (M) and (2.7). 
lG~llowing the construction of Johnston [7], let lpj denote the conjugate 
norm t0 t/!fj in TI/'j* As a. well-known consequence of the Hahn-Banac-h 
Theorem, there exists a vector CJj in I’%‘, for which both $I(cj) = 1 and 
fi**g. = I *J I. Then, up011 defining the suhmatriccs C,,j: II’, -- + ll’j, i # i, b> 
Ci,j = -- I,'r(K,.,)M(R,'Hj,j)Einj~, it j = 1, 2,. * m 3 11, i # ;, 
it is readily seen that both (2.6) and (2.7) are satisfied. In summary, the 
above construction gives us from (2.7) that C: = 0, so that C is singular. On 
the other hand, because of (2.4) we see that 
i~nd from (2.5) that 
But as F E 3. h\* assumption, the above inequaljtics give US that (: must 
be tlonsingulal 
c 
, a contradiction. Thus, .,R,‘“(u) is an Wrnatris for each 
K E &N*5, and the proof is complete. n 
where 2 denotes the zero function in :Y.~. Conv :rrsely, to define the mapping 
x: LFn -4 P,, fix, for each ordered pair (i, j t, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , II, i # j, a 
submatrix E i, j : T,t’, -+ i’f’i for t~l~i~h Al(Ei j) == 1, Then, given .-I = 
(ui,j) E Cn*n, define Z3” = (H~j) E a=,“~*’ by 
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Note that P depends only on the moduli of the off-diagonal en tries of 21, 
.and, moreover, that na(B~~)~P[(~~~)-lBa.~] = lai,jl for all i # j. Then, 
given F = (F,, I;,, . l . , F,) E CPn, we define the mapping x: :Yz -+ Pll 11~ 
x(F) = (x1(F), x#),. . =I xJF)) where 
(xi(F))(A) E Fi(BA), i = 1, 2,. . . , tt, ftjr all tl E Cf? (3.2) 
With these definitions of #B and x, we see that the composition x y tj 
maps Pn into LPn. More precisely, given any f = (fl, Ii,. . . , fn) E iP,, th 
(2 3 d)(f) E (gl, g,,. - . , g,.) E 9, is given by 
from which it readily follows that 
(x 3 (b)(f) = f for all f E :Yrt. 
Similarly, 4 t x: Pz -3 9,, and given any F = (Fl, F;, l . . , F,) E -+, 
then (4 c x)(F) E (G,, G2,. . . , G,,) E & is given by 
G,(A) = Fi(EPM”Z(A)), i = 1, 2,. . . , n, fur all .A tz CRS+‘, 
from which analogously it follows that 
Thus, using these mappings 4 and x, WC can identify elements of ;P,, with 
elements of Pa, and conversely. Moreover, this identification prcsor\*cs 
certain other properties as well in Yn and Px, as we show in Theorem 2 
below. For added notation, we first define a partial order on ?,,. If 
f = (I,, fe,* l . , f,#,) and g = (gt,, g !, . . . , gs) are in zPn, we write f ;s g if 
f&+1) 2 g,(A) for all ;. = I, 2,. . . , ~8, ah A E @‘Y 
The analogous partial order is rhen used for ~9~. Nest, we sq* that f = 
(f f :5? 2,s * -9 fn) in !!,t is c0ntinUON if, for each 2: = 1, 2,. . . , 72, fl is continuoll~ 
on C=n. Similarly, F = (F,, I$, . . . , F,) iI1 @, is (XJntinuous if, for eacil 
i = 1,2,..., $2, F, is continuous on @$? Because &(I$), for* I; = 
(&J) E @,xYAY, by definition depends only on the N(N -- 1) products: 
ai,j = ~n(Bi,i)~~(B,‘B,,j), 3 i, i = I, 2, . . . ) ‘)I, i # j, 
then F E l Pn is continuous if and only if each Fi is continuous with respect 
to the tn(n - 1) quantities OCi, j* This brings us to Theorem 2. 
Prooj. The proofs of (i)-(iii) are readily verified, and are omitted. ‘1’0 
;)rove (iv), we make use of the identity, 
which follows directly from (3.1). If f E <gtZ, then from Proposition I and 
ehc above identity, AZ @(f)(B) is evidentlv an M-matrix for every 13 E C;‘? 
_ ‘ll~us, from Theorem 1, 4(j) E Sz. 
Converse!?*, making use of the analogous identity (cf. (3.9, 
wume that F E ‘9 It. Thus, from Theorem 1 again, =MXcF)(A) is an M- 
matrix for every A ~5 Cnbn, so that from Proposition 1, %(I;) E C%?II. This 
c(qAetes the proof. q 
We now say that B E @_$*’ ’ Is irreducible, (reducible,) if the associated 
njatrix ..&,‘(B) E Q= WI is irreducible (reducible) in the usual graph-theoretic 
sense (cf. Varga j 10, p. 191). Note that for 473 E @,s*-Y, irreducibility, is 
equivalent to the notion of block-ir’reducibility of Fcingold and Varga ::2!. 
Using Theorem 2 and the above notion of irreducibilit>l,, rnan!r oi the 
results of Carlson and Varga ill dirc:ctlLe carr\* over the partitioned nlatris . 
ease. We give *several such results now as corollaries of Theorem 2. 
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Sroof. We include the proof of this corollary to show how our previous 
constructions and the results of Theorem 2 couple with the results of 11 j,
If B E @,“*” is irreducible,, the 9% x J matrix A = (ai,J EE ,4,‘(B) is, by 
definition, irreducible. Assuming F E 9,, then f = x(F) is a G-function 
from (iv) of Theorem 2. Thus, from Yroposition 1 of 111, there is all 
x = ( Xl, x2,. . . ) c n Y )T E @” with x > 0 (depending on A, and hence depenrl- 
ing on B) such that 
But, as (b(f) = F, it follows from (3.1) and the definition of the entries 
of the matrix A that the above inequalities turn out to be nothing tnore 
than 
the desired result of (3.5). The case of equality in (3.5) similarly follo\vs, 
which completes the proof. n 
In analogy with [‘l], we denot ,t by CQ and gzC, respectively, the sets 
of continuous functions in S’* ar d Cgn. The nest corollary follows dircctl! 
from Hoffman’s result [4j (cf. [l Theorem I]) and ‘Theorem 2. 
lci(H) = a&(B) _t (1 - a)G#), i = 1, 2,. . . , iz, for all Jj E C,‘? 
Because of the partial order and convcxitv that exist in ?&, WC say, _ 
in analogy with [l], that I; E gII (!?Q) is .luti?zk7l ilz 21Z (2Q) if, for ever! 
C E $9, (gzc) for which G < I;, we have G = F. Similarly, we say that 
I; E $fn ((4$) is an extmm point of the convex set F?n (5,“) if If = XC -+-- 
(1 - a)& where 0 < a < 1 and where G and H are in c!& (?77,C), implies 
that F = G = H. The proof given in : 13 then shows that the minimal 
&ments of 9& (CQ!) are precisely the extreme points of CGII (3,“). Other 
characterizations of minimal elements in 2&C follow directly from C07Alary 
1 and from the analogous results of ; 1, Theorem 21, which we state as T! le0rer-n 
3 below. 
In a similar way it is easily verified from the proof of i-1, Thecjrern 4. 
that the following result is also valid. 
The reader will readily see that other results from iP, such as (x, /O-- 
convolutions of elements in S,#, the characterization I, Theorem 6: of thtb 
minitnal elements in ‘g . n, which allows both for discontinuous elements irt 
:Q, and reducible matrices in W71, and results on dom;Pins of dttpet&ncc~ 
(tbf. $j), carq. over directlg- to the partitioned case. J;CV brevity, wt. havt~ 
omitted these estensions. 
As a final note, we remark that the above analysis could just as well 
hue been carried out by using M(Ri,i) throughout in place of r~@“i,,) l 
.\I(H,,‘&J, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 11, 2’ # j, and by defining the elements of & 
tis functions from @*‘ss (instead of @n”+‘) to [w i ‘*. While this \YoUld havC 
given a more direct “off-diagonal” analogue of the results of 111, it is 
Ilowever known from the results of Fiedler and Ptik [3] and Robert [$I 
that, for fixed vector norms Q!& on W7:, i = I, 2,. . . , s, and for an arbitr;lri 
” B,,jZ M”j -3 W, and for an arbitraay nonsingular Bi,i: Wi --+ IV,, 
m(B#.f(B,‘B,,,) 6 M(RQ), i # j. 
This means that the Gerschgorin sets defined b\* 
(2 E @: m(B,,, - 21) < F,(B)), 
where F = (F, , F2, . . . , F,) E (0, depends 
.lI(Bg’B,,j), i # j, will be SWZ~~~Y than the 
i = 1) 2,. . . , 11, {3.8j 
on the products VZ(&J l 
analogous sets with f;#) 
depending on the numbers M(Bi,J, i # j, if each Fi is a ~MVZO~O~~~~ WWF- 
&~t~sing function of its argument. (Note that the row sums Rix of (3.5) 
have this propertp.) Consequently, the union of the sets of (3.5, will 
determine a W&V region in the cornpIes plane which contains all thrt 
eigenvalues of B which are not also eigenvalues of some H,, i (cf. [‘G]), than 
that produced analogously by the F,(B) depending on the numbers ,;\I(B,, j) u 
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